


Mark 12
28 One of the teachers of religious 
law was standing there listening to 
the debate. He realized that Jesus 
had answered well, so he asked, 
“Of all the commandments, which 
is the most important?”

This is late in Jesus’ ministry. 

In Mark 11, Jesus comes into Jerusalem 
with the crowds shouting praise and 
adoration. 

Just after this, Jesus clears out the temple 
and thereby declares that he has an 
authority over the temple that they don’t.



Mark 12
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law was standing there listening to 
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The teachers were very focused on rules

“Commandment” is the Greek word entole: 
  en = towards 
  telos = the goal, purpose or destiny

Of all the paths or purposes which might 
lead me to my God-created destiny, 
which is most important?

29 Jesus replied, “The most 
important commandment is this: 
‘Listen, O Israel! The Lord our God 
is the one and only Lord. 30 And 
you must love the Lord your God 
with all your heart, all your soul, all 
your mind, and all your strength.

But behind this question is something 
crucial for us to ask!
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Jesus is not the same as other Gods. 

Agape love is the faithful, never-ending 
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on the cross while we were still sinners
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Heart = our will and center of our 
emotions, conscience and character

Soul = our activities, emotional patterns 
and priorities

Mind = beliefs and thinking patterns

Strength = our intensity

The deep conviction that my thoughts 
and feelings have been worked and 
integrated so that love for and 
commitment to God takes primacy in all 
of my life, emotions, habits and values
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The deep conviction that my thoughts 
and feelings have been worked and 
integrated so that love for and 
commitment to God takes primacy in all 
of my life, emotions, habits and values

I have worked this through intellectually 
and emotionally until I have deep 
conviction: Jesus is really the way, the 
truth and the life.

The deep conviction that my thoughts 
and feelings have been worked and 
integrated so that love for and 
commitment to God takes primacy in all 
of my life, emotions, habits and values

Because of this deep conviction, I will 
live my life for God, putting my all into 
loving Him and serving Him
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Response

This makes sense 
to me. For the first 
time, I want to give 
primacy to Jesus 

in my life.

As a person in the 
midst of chaos in 
2019, I need to 

step into love by 
and for Jesus


